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Many old style business centras have a boring design and a not very efficient energy solution. Areas are 
often large and used in an old style way that appears not very attractive. In warm areas air condition is very 
costly as it consumes lots of energy to keep climate comfortable for all visitors. World develops fast and 
demand comes in a modern design that shall be uniform and exciting for a business chain. Demands also 
comes to save costs for power and to be more green and eco minded in all activities. Here we offers some 
smart solutions to update the appearance and save huge costs and be more green at same time.

Solar walls and roofs Sunnytek is happy to offer a 
new concept in solar energy that can be added on old houses 
and enhance the appearance a lot. At same time the exterior 
can produce electricity to be used in the building. Adding solar 
panels on roof is often simple and area is normally not used 
today Solar panels make an extra roof and by this protect the 
old roof for sunshine and heat that pass into the building. 
Walls can be cowed by solar panels that can be coloured and 
also semitransparent. Glass walls and roofs are modern and 
we also offer the colours capability. Some models of panels 
are semi transparent and works as windows. Create your own 
image by the solar walls in your collars and logo.
Solar shields of parking lots. Sunnytek offer solutions 
where we have solar shields over parking lots that produce 
electricity. They can be combined with electric car chargers 
operated by solar power.
Energy storage for 24/7 non grid operation We have 
battery solutions to store energy at days and use when sun is 
away in evenings et. Here we get a non grid operation and the 
grid cable an be cut.
Pls see following pages where we show more photos and 
details of mall related sites and components.
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The solar roof solution. Roofs can have 
many different designs so we have several solutions to 
offer. As roof is facing up the design is not that critical 
as it is normally not very visible from earth level. Roofs 
get very hot and ventilation is limited so normally we 
prefer to use thin film panels as thermal coefficient is 
much better for these panels than crystalline panels.
Membrane roofs  Top photos shows a solar 
membrane roof design. These thin film panels are fused 
on a rubber roof membrane to be a flexible panel and is 
glued by asphalt direct to roof. No holes through roof is 
needed. Production is done at a roof specialist factory that 
know how to make membrane roofs with 25 years on more 
in life cycle. Here you get a brand new roof and panel at 
same time with very long life time.
Solar panel roof This is based on solar panels made 
in strong glass where the active surface is hidden inside 
2 laminated glass windows. One is hardened and they 
are very robust and strong. This panel is normally 
installed with gaps between panels and is then not 
water proof. We also have a model that is sealed and 

then this works as a standard roof and is fully  
water proof. Normally we prefer thin film panels 
here as crystalline panels suffer the high 
temperatures.
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BIPV roof    This is a special roof that is 
semi transparent and then acts as a window in 
the roof. Here we get ambient light and solar 
energy out of same roof panels or wall panels.
Make an indoors garden and recreation area in 
mall and use it as a power source at same time.
These panels are installed in extruded aluminium 
profiles and are completely water proof.

Power from the walls.  Wall ares of 
malls are very large and they collect lots 
of solar heat that adds demands of air 
condition sunny days. Glass walls are 
modern and have low maintenance. Our 
concept of solar panels for wall use is a 
very good wall material. They can be 
made in different colours and designs to 
match demands. This makes it possible 
for a mall chain with many malls to create 
an own  visual design and profile of 
buildings by solar panels on exterior 
walls.
The panels are mounted with an air gap 
so they act to insulate the buildings 
better. In hot areas this reduce 
temperature leaks into building and all 
needs less AC system inside buildings.
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There are 2 
principles for 
coloured solar wall 
panels. One use a 
coloured filter that 
gives the desired 
colour. One other 
have a coloured dye 
evaporated into 
panel and here the 
solar wafer get the 
color itself. Colour is 
always some type of 
filter and reduce 
power of panels. 
Losses are 15-30 % 
typically per square 
meter panel.

Wall panels can also 
be semitransparent 
and then they act as 
a window and a solar 
panel at same time. 

Then we get the reduced 
heat through 
windows as 
coatings acts 
as a heat 
filter. Semi 
transparent 
panels can 
have all 
colours so 
there are very 
many 
combinations.
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Solar shield car roofs This is the perfect 
solution for parking lots. Most malls have large parking 
areas that can be used. They protect cars to sun and 
bad weather and at same time they produce electricity. 
Solar chargers for electric cars can be connected and 
integrated in the system.

Functionality of the system
On grid system cooperate with grid and add power. If 
panels are not enough you must import power from 
grid in parallel with what its produced. If panels make 
more than you need you have the option to sell to the 
grid and get some money if so. Extra power can also 
be stored in an energy storage system with battery back up for electrical drop outs of grid.
24/7 operation and independent of grid operation.
If we have enough panels and an energy storage we can make 
systems to produce and store power for dark hours. This design can 

work with no grid at all as a zero 
energy building.
We offer several battery designs 
depending on demands and what 
installation site needs. Ambient 
temperature is here a key factor 
and if it is over 25C we need a 
better solution to get over 15 
years life time.
Best battery systems have 30 
years life time for battery unit 
alone. This match warranty time 
of solar panels.
Normally the battery back up unit 
make no need to invest in a 
costly emergency diesel 
generator.
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Solar hot water panels / solar 
collectors
These panels do only make hot 
water and no power. There is always 
a need for hot water and this is far better than use electric heaters for hot water. Solar concentrators is one 
model where a mirror focus rays and they can make steam and 160C hot water.
Concentrator panels can also be used in air condition system as we can convert heat to cool. Then AC 
needs no external electricity.

*             When a solar farm is installed it is smart to also look at following points.

Lamp systems. Malls have plenty of lamps 
and most are normally old style fluorescent lamps with not 
the best performance and efficiency. LED lamps are far 
better and often save over 50% of electric bill for lamps. 
Sunnytek offer a new generation of led lamps that cut 
power bill a bit extra and lamps have longer life time of 
typically 100 000 hours. Here we can save up to 75% 
compared to old fluorescent lamps and also offer a better 
colour quality and no flicker.
For parking lots and most door areas we have solar lamps 
with integrated solar panel and battery unit. They need no 
external cables or external power and are very cost 
efficient. The new LTO battery unit also have 25-30 years 
life cycle so lamp is then really a install and forget solution.
Rule off Thumb
If we use solar panels + energy storage a typical rule of thumb says that USD 1 in new lamps saves USD 5 
in solar panels and battery.

Pls contact us or our local agent for a complete proposal massing your unique needs !
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